
 

 
 
The Gladiator, Westland/Tai Poutini National Park 
 
The track begins along the southern banks of the Karangarua River.  
A few kilometres into the valley, at the first river confluence, the Copland Valley and its track to Welcome Flat 
Hut veers north while the Karangarua bears south. Here, the track becomes a route and is not as well 
maintained. The trail enters the lush rainforest and crosses several small tributaries and McTaggert Creek – at 
times a tricky crossing – before reaching Cassel Flat Hut. 
From the hut, cross the Cableway to take the Douglas Valley Route up Regina Creek. About 1.5km into 
Regina Creek, and east of Conical Hill, a walkwire leads across the creek and the trail climbs steeply, crossing 
active slips several times and, higher up, a metal ladder has been bolted to the rock wall, aiding what 
otherwise would be a four-metre near-vertical climb with great exposure.  
From the saddle beneath Conical Hill, a band of bluffs sits directly atop an exposed ridgeline, and passing 
involves switching from one side of the ridge to the other multiple times.  
Shortly after the bluffs, the trail peters into open tussock fields, and the route becomes untracked but is 
intermittently marked by snow poles. This is a highlight of the journey. 
The route drops down towards the Douglas River, which must be crossed to reach Horace Walker Hut. It’s 
swift flowing and care is needed.  
Hike up to the the mouth of the Douglas Glacier lake to for the Douglas River again – it may not be safe to do 
this nearer the hut. Backtrack slightly and keep your eyese peeled for a very old, marked trail to begin the 
ascent of The Gladiator. It can be found beside a waterfall and intense bushwhacking is required to break 
above the bushline. 
The final push is an easy gradient and approaching the summit uncovers striking views of the Southern Alps, 
Aoraki/Mt Cook, Mt Sefton, the surrounding valleys as well as the Tasman Sea.  
The lofty ridgeline between The Gladiator and Mt Howitt is an easy traverse with otherworldly views down the 
seemingly never-ending Landsborough Valley.  
The descent to Christmas Flat Hut, at the head of the Karangarua River, is not as difficult as climbing from the 
Douglas side. From here, wander back down valley in another two days to your vehicle.  
 

Wild File 
Access Off SH6 at the Karangarua River bridge, 26km south of Fox Glacier 
Grade Difficult 
Time Six days. Car park to Cassel Flat Hut, 5-6hr; To Regina Creek walkwire: 2-3hr; To Horace Walker Hut, 
9-10hr; To Christmas Flat Hut via The Gladiator, 10-11hr; To Cassel Flat Hut, 8-9hr 
Distance 54.4km 
Total ascent 3743m 
Accommodation Cassel Flat Hut ($5, six bunks), Horace Walker Hut ($5, four bunks), Christmas Flat Hut ($5, 
four bunks), Lame Duck Hut ($5, four bunks) 
Map BX14, BX15 
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  



 
The Gladiator, Westland/Tai Poutini National Park. Map 1 and 3 
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The Gladiator, Westland/Tai Poutini National Park. Map 2 
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